In modern intelligent transportation systems, short-term prediction of freeway entrance flow plays an important role in providing travelers timely traffic conditions. Short-term prediction approaches are expected to be computation-efficient, operation-convenient, and able to forecast with high accuracy. Nevertheless, few existing prediction approaches satisfy all the requirements at the same time. For addressing this issue, we propose an autoregressive (AR) model parameterized by iterative learning control (ILC) (called AR P ILC) to make short-term predictions of freeway entrance flows. Different from traditional AR models which have constant parameters, the proposed AR method has time-dependent parameters which are optimized by the ILC method with historical dataset. In this manner, the AR P ILC model can describe time-dependent characteristics, especially nonlinear characteristics, of freeway entrance flows much better. The AR P ILC model predicts short-term entrance flows as weighted sums of the outputs of several AR models with time-dependent parameters. We validate the AR P ILC model with the toll collection data during July 2012 in Jiangsu province, China, and compare it with several existing prediction approaches. The results show that the AR P ILC model can predict freeway entrance flows with a high accuracy and has better prediction performance than existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a modern road transportation channel, freeways make a lot of contributions in promoting the development of social economy in China, especially for the areas along the routes. As well known, freeways can bring the areas along the routes many benefits, such as promoting logistics, facilitating resource development, and attracting more investments. Aiming at solving congestion and safety problems on freeways, researchers recently propose an intelligent transportation system [1] , [2] by which travelers can be timely informed of accurate traffic conditions and then make safe and smart decisions on the usage of transportation networks [3] , [4] . Short-term prediction of traffic flow plays an important role The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Maurizio Murroni. in intelligent transportation management and route guidance. It not only can provide essential information for estimating traffic conditions of freeway networks, but also has the potential to boost operating efficiency by guiding travelers to choose toll stations with shorter queues.
Researchers have recently developed numerous short-term prediction models of traffic flow, which can be roughly classified into three categories: parametric models, nonparametric models, and simulation models [5] . In parametric models, only model parameters are fitted using field data, whereas model structures are predetermined based upon traffic flow characteristics as well as theoretical considerations [6] . The most commonly used parametric models include autoregressive models (AR) [7] , [8] , autoregressive integrated moving average models [9] , [10] , and Kalman filtering models [11] - [13] . Although these models can be applied to real applications simply and conveniently, they usually do not describe the nonlinear characteristics of traffic flow very well. In contrast, non-parametric models whose model structures and parameters are determined by data can match the nonlinear characteristic quite well [6] . The most commonly used nonparametric models include k-nearest neighbor [14] - [16] , support vector machine [17] - [19] , and artificial neural network [20] - [22] . However, nonparametric models require that users should have fundamental knowledge of machine-learning algorithms [23] , which is usually lacked by most freeway administrators in China. Different from the above two lines of works, simulation models apply simulation tools to predict traffic flows [24] . These nonparametric models can perform well when the training dataset is sufficient. However, the historical freeway toll record cannot be stored for a long time (not long than a month) due to the limitation of data storage and the lack of conscious of data mining in some developing countries. These nonparametric models cannot perform well with insufficient training dataset.
We consider iterative learning control (ILC) for systems performing the same operation repeatedly under the same operating conditions [25] . For such systems, a non-learning controller yields the same tracking error during different executions, since it does not learn from error signals of previous iterations which contain abundant information. In contrast, ILC incorporates the error information into the controller for subsequent iterations such that high performance can be achieved with low transient tracking error, even faced with large model uncertainty and repeating disturbances. Furthermore, ILC has the advantage of being model-free, which means that we do not need to know the exact mathematical models of systems when applying ILC. Researchers have successfully employed ILC to many fields, mainly including industrial robots, computer numerical control machine tools, wafer stage motion systems, injection-molding machines, aluminum extruders, autonomous vehicles, antilock braking, and rapid thermal processing [26] . With regard to the field of traffic and transportation research, some researchers also have applied ILC on ramp metering [27] , [28] , parameter identification of traffic flow model [29] , traffic control of urban road network [30] , and train trajectory tracking control [31] .
In this paper, we aim to propose a novel approach to predict freeway entrance flows with small amount of training data, and this approach still can represent the non-linear characteristics of freeway entrance flow. AR models are chosen to predict short-term freeway entrance flow. This is because AR models have the advantages of being computationefficient, operation-convenient, and are able to describe time-dependent characteristics of many time-varying processes. However, AR models cannot describe the nonlinear characteristics of freeway entrance flows very well since their parameters are constant in different time periods. Observing that freeway entrance flows has a significant characteristic of periodicity, we propose to apply ILC to optimize the parameters of AR models for each time period. After using ILC for parameter optimization, AR models have time-dependent parameters that is the main difference with the normal AR model. Hence, they are able to describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow and hence increase the accuracy of the short-term prediction. We then propose the AR models parameterized by ILC, termed as the AR P ILC model, to make the short-term prediction of freeway entrance flows. By the AR P ILC model, when predicting the time-dependent entrance flow of a specific day (i.e., Sunday), we choose the dataset of that day (i.e., Sunday) in prior weeks as the input of ILC to optimize the parameters of the AR models. This is because the freeway entrance flow of a specific day in different weeks have a more obvious periodicity feature than that in different days of one week. Since one dataset of the specific day of a prior week corresponds to one AR model with time-dependent parameters, we can obtain several such AR models. In the AR P ILC model, the weighted sum of the outputs of these AR models is the final short-term prediction value of the freeway entrance flow.
The contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:
• First, we propose to apply ILC to optimize the parameters of AR models in each time period, which makes the AR models able to describe the nonlinear characteristic of the freeway entrance flow well;
• Then, we propose the AR P ILC model to predict the short-term freeway entrance flow; in the AR P ILC model, the prediction value is the weighted sum of the outputs of several AR models with time-dependent parameters;
• Third, we validate the AR P ILC model and compare it with several existing prediction approaches; the results show that the AR P ILC model has better prediction performance than existing approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we mainly propose the AR P ILC model to make the short-term prediction of freeway entrance flows. In Section III, we first validate the proposed AR P ILC model and then compare it with several existing approaches. We reach the conclusion in Section IV.
II. SHORT-TERM PREDICTION
In this section, we first describe the data of our freeway entrance flow, and then explain why we choose the AR models as the prediction model. For addressing the issue that AR models cannot describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow, we propose to optimize the AR model parameters in each time period by ILC. Afterwards, we propose the AR P ILC model to make short-term prediction of the freeway entrance flow, with a case study provided at the end of the section.
A. FREEWAY ENTRANCE FLOW DATA
We use the toll collection data of Jiangsu province in China during July 2012 as the historical dataset of time-dependent entrance flow. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed AR P ILC model on short-term prediction of freeway entrance flows with different scales, the historical toll collection data VOLUME 7, 2019 of five toll stations are selected to validate the proposed model. The five toll stations include Huaqiao, Nanjing, Suzhou New District, Suzhou West, and Heyang. The toll collection data record when and which toll station vehicles enter/leave the freeway networks. Therefore, they can represent the actual time-dependent entrance flow of each toll station. The average daily entrance flows of all the selected toll stations on both weekdays and weekends are shown in Fig. 1(a) . The time-dependent entrance flows on a specific Sunday and a specific Monday of the five selected toll stations are represented in Fig. 1 (b) -1(f), respectively. The data are recorded every 30 minutes. From Fig. 1 , we can observe the following information: the difference of total entrance flow between weekday and weekend for each station ( Fig. 1(a) ), the difference of temporal distribution of the entrance flow between weekday and weekend for each station ( Fig. 1(b) -1(f)), and peak and off-peak periods of each toll station ( Fig. 1 
B. CHOOSING AR MODELS TO MAKE SHORT-TERM PREDICTION
For the short-term prediction model of freeway entrance flow, we expect that it should satisfy the following requirements: being computation-efficient, being operation-convenient, and achieving high accuracy. Autoregressive (AR) models which forecast future values of the variable with a weighted sum of past values are obviously computation-efficient and operation-convenient. Considering that AR models are one kind of statistical techniques that are popularly used for analyzing nature, economics, and other time-varying processes, we believe that they are also able to describe the time-dependent characteristics of the freeway entrance flow. This means that it has the potential to predict the freeway entrance flow accurately. Thus, we choose AR models to predict the short-term freeway entrance flow. Let p denote the order of AR models. We use the notation AR(p) to denote an AR model of order p, which is formulated as follows:
wherex t denotes the predicted value at period t; x t−p , x t−p+1 , · · · , x t−1 are the most recent and consecutive observations prior to period t; φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ p are parameters of the AR(p) model, which are actually weights of the observations; c is a constant, and ε t is white noise. We next demonstrate how to determine the order p [33] , [34] , mainly by calculating the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which is an estimator of statistical models on complexity and goodness of fit. When the dataset is given to a collection of models, AIC estimates the quality of each model based on information entropy concept, and provides a method for model selection. AIC represents the relative amount of information lost by a given model, which means that the model has higher quality when less information is lost. AIC can be calculated as following:
where k is the number of parameters of AR models, n is the number of observations, and RSS standards for the residual sum of squares.
As can be clearly observed in Table 1 which records the AIC test for Huaqiao toll station during July 2012, AIC achieves the minimum value when p = 3. This indicates we should choose AR(3) to predict the short-term entrance flow at the Huaqiao toll station. The AR models for other toll stations can also be similarly established. For simplicity, the details of establishing these AR models are omitted here, whereas the model results will be discussed later in Section 4. For illustration purpose, we in the following context of this section just consider the AR(3) model at the Huaqiao toll station, which is described as below:q
whereq (s,t,d) and q (s,t,d) denote the predicted and actual entrance flow, respectively, of toll station s at time period t on day d; φ i(s) , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and a (s) are the calibrated parameters of the AR(3) model for predicting the freeway entrance flow of toll station s.
C. APPLYING ILC TO OPTIMIZE MODEL PARAMETERS
We notice that the parameters of AR models in previous subsection are constant in different time periods, which implies that these models cannot describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow very well. To address this problem, we in this subsection propose to apply ILC to optimize the parameters of the AR(3) models in each time period. The reason behind is that we observe the entrance flow displays an obvious periodicity feature (which will be explained later). After using ILC for parameter optimization, AR models have time-dependent parameters such that they are able to describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow and hence increase the accuracy of the short-term prediction. The workflow of applying ILC to optimize parameters of AR models is shown in Fig. 2 . The basic idea is to constantly adjust parameters of the AR models (we use the AR(3) model at Huaqiao toll station in Fig. 2 for illustration purpose) based on the deviation between the predicted and actual entrance flow. The optimization process does not cease until the stop iterative criteria is satisfied. The stop iterative criteria can be the accepted maximum error or the iterative number. The detailed control strategy is described as follows:
(
, a (s,t,d,j) denote the adjusted parameters of AR models for predicting the entrance flow at toll station s at time period t on day d at the j-th iteration of ILC. Letq (s,t,d,j) denote the predicted entrance flow at toll station s at time period t on day d at the j-th iteration of ILC. Then, we havê
Note that the input of ILC for adjusting parameters of the AR(3) model at period t is the historical entrance flow at periods t − 1, t − 2 and t − 3, i.e., q (s,t−1,d) , q (s,t−2,d) , q (s,t−3,d) , which can be obtained from the historical data.
(2) Let e (s,t,d,j) denote the predicted error of AR models for predicting the entrance flow at toll station s at time period t on day d at the j-th iteration of ILC. Then, we have e (s,t,d,j) = q (s,t,d) −q (s,t,d,j) , where, as defined earlier, q (s,t,d) denotes the actual entrance flow of toll station s at time period t on day d;
(3) Let L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and L 4 denote the learning gain of the ILC for parameters φ 1(s,t,d,j) , φ 2(s,t,d,j) , φ 3(s,t,d,j) , a (s,t,d,j) . Let a T denote the transpose of vector a.
Then, we adjust the parameters φ 1(s,t,d,j) , φ 2(s,t,d,j) , φ 3(s,t,d,j) , a (s,t,d,j) with prediction error as follows: t,d,j) . (5) Next, we demonstrate the convergence condition of the ILC, as below:
Let Q = q (s,t−1,d) q (s,t−2,d) q (s,t−3,d) 1 . Then, the above equation can be rewritten as: e (s,t,d,j+1) −e (s,t,d,j) = −QLe (s,t,d,j) , from which we can derive e (s,t,d,j+1) = (1 − QL)e (s,t,d,j) . Obviously, the prediction error constantly converges to zero after multiple iterations when inequality |1 − QL| < 1 is satisfied. Since the value of Q changes with time, we need to choose L in line with the inequality. This means that we should choose L satisfying 0 < QL < 2.
D. APPLYING AR P ILC TO MAKE SHORT-TERM PREDICTION 1) DATA SELECTION
The time-dependent entrance flow of Huaqiao toll station is shown in Fig. 3 , from which we can observe that the entrance flow displays an obvious feature of repeating itself. This periodicity makes it possible to predict short-term entrance flow using ILC.
To show the extent of variability of the time-dependent entrance flow, we calculate the coefficient of variation of toll collection data of each toll station, which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the toll collection data. LetC (s) denote the average coefficient of variation of entrance flow at toll station s. Then, we calculate it in line with the following steps:
Step 1: Let N denote the number of historical days. For consistency, we still use q (s,t,d) to denote the entrance flow of toll station s in time period t of day d, where d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Letq (s,t) represent the average entrance flow of toll station s at period t of the N historical days. Then, we haveq (s,t) = N d=1 q (s,t,d) /N .
Step 2: Let σ (s,t) denote the standard deviation of the entrance flow of toll station s at period t of the N historical days. Then, we have σ (s,t) = N d=1 (q (s,t,d) −q (s,t) ) 2 /(N − 1).
Step 3: Let C (s,t) denote the coefficient of variation of toll station s in period t of the N historical days. According to the definition of the coefficient of variation that it is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, we calculate C (s,t) with the standard deviation σ (s,t) divided by the averageq (s,t) . Mathematically speaking, we have C (s,t) = σ (s,t) q (s,t) .
Step 4: Let T denote the number of periods during one day. Then, the average coefficient of variation of entrance flow at toll station s can be calculated asC ( 
The average coefficient of variationC (s) of each toll station is calculated in the following two scenarios: (1) scenario one where different days of one week are unclassified (i.e., regarded as the same) andC (s) is calculated with all historical data used as a whole; (2) scenario two where different days of a week are treated separately andC (s) is calculated by Sunday, Monday, . . . , Saturday, respectively. In Fig. 4 , we depict the average coefficient of variation of each toll station: the bars labeled as ''unclassified'' represent the results of scenario one, and other labels represent the results of scenario two (each of these bars represents a day during one week). In both scenarios, the time interval is set as 30 min. From Fig. 4 , we can observe that for each toll station, the average coefficient of variation of scenario two is lower than that in scenario one. This indicates that as for the time-dependent entrance flow, the similarity of a specific day in different weeks is greater than the similarity of different days in one week. Since we usually can achieve better short-term prediction performance in systems with a more obvious periodicity feature, we in application choose historical data with greater similarity to optimize the parameters of AR models. Specifically speaking, when predicting the time-dependent entrance flow of a specific day (i.e., Sunday), we should choose the data of that day (i.e., Sunday) in prior weeks as the input of ILC to optimize the parameters of the AR models.
2) WORKING STRATEGY
In this section, we demonstrate in detail the working strategy of the AR models parameterized by ILC, termed as the AR P ILC model. The basic idea is to apply the ILC to optimize parameters of the AR models in each time period with several historical time series datasets. Each dataset generates one AR model with time-dependent parameters. We use the weighted sum of output of several AR models with different time-dependent parameters as the final prediction values of the freeway entrance flow. Note that weights of the outputs are determined by the prediction error of the previous time interval. We describe the prediction process of the AR P ILC model in detail as follows:
Step 1: Preparing several datasets as the input of ILC (note that we in this paper choose four datasets). Specifically speaking, when predicting the freeway entrance flow of toll station s during the current time period t of day d, i.e.q (s,t,d) , we prepare the following four datasets: (1) the first three datasets are the time-dependent entrance flow of toll station s of day d − 7i (i = 1, 2, 3) respectively; and (2) the fourth dataset is the average time-dependent entrance flow of the above three days (i = 4).
Step 2: Applying ILC to optimize the parameters of the AR models with the first three datasets. In the following, we use the AR(3) model at Huaqiao toll station for illustration purpose. Let Step 4: Calculating the weights of the above four models in line with the prediction error of the previous time interval, as below:
, ∀i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
whereq i (s,t,d) and w i (s,t,d) mean the prediction value and the weight of the prediction value, respectively, at time period t on day d of toll station s, of AR models whose parameters are optimized with the i-th dataset (described at the beginning of this subsection). As defined earlier, q (s,t,d) means the actual entrance flow at time period t of toll station s on day d.
Step 5: Calculating the prediction of the current time interval based on the weighted sum of the outputs of the AR models parameterized by ILC with the above four time series VOLUME 7, 2019 datasets, as follows:
E. CASE STUDY
In this case study, we use the AR(3) model parameterized by ILC to predict the time-dependent entrance flow of Huaqiao toll station on July 22nd 2012. The initial values of the parameters in AR(3) models, i.e., φ 1(t) , φ 2(t) , φ 3(t) , a (t) , are set as zeros. The learning gain of ILC is set as L = [0.03, 0.02, 0.01, 1] T . We select the following four datasets:
(1) the first three datasets are the historical data on July 1st, 8th, 15th (i = 1, 2, 3); (2) the fourth dataset is the average time-dependent entrance flow of the above three days (i = 4). Note that the time interval is set as 30 min. After training ILC with each of the above four datasets, we can obtain four AR(3) models whose parameters are optimized at each time period. In Fig. 5 , we depict the curve of the predicted entrance flow of the four AR(3) models, with the maximum iteration numbers of ILC being set as 2,5, and 10, respectively. As can be seen, with the maximum iteration number increases, the prediction values of the AR(3) models get closer to the field data. In FIGURE 6, we show how maximum absolute error changes with the increase of iteration number. As can be observed, after 10 iterations, the maximum absolute error of the 48 time periods is decreased to almost zero. From the results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , we can conclude that the AR(3) models parameterized by ILC is able to describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow of each historical day well. When training the ARPILC model by a computer (i5-8250u, 4 cores, 8GB ram), the time of training is about 15s for 768 parameters (i.e., 4 datasets*48 time intervals in each day * 4 parameters in each AR(3) model) under 20 iterations. Meanwhile, the time of prediction process is around 1s.
As discussed in section II-D.2, the prediction process of the AR P ILC model goes on after we obtain the four AR(3) models with time-dependent parameters. Since we do not know which AR(3) model can predict the short-term entrance flow more accurately, we use the weighted-sum of the outputs of the four AR(3) models as the final prediction value. The prediction performances are evaluated by mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Let M i s represent the MAPE of toll station s predicted by the i-th AR(3) model whose parameter are optimized by ILC with the i-th (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) dataset. Then, we have
where P denotes the number of time periods when short-term prediction is conducted. As defined earlier, q (s,t,d) denotes the actual entrance flow at time period t of toll station s on day d; andq i (s,t,d) denotes the entrance flow at time period t on day d of toll station s that are predicted by the AR model whose parameters are optimized with the i-th dataset.
In Fig. 7 , we compare the final weighted prediction results with the unweighted prediction results that are directly generated by the four AR(3) models with time-dependent parameters. As can be seen, the weighted prediction values have the lowest MAPE. This means that the proposed AR P ILC model outperforms the four AR models with time-dependent parameters in terms of prediction accuracy.
III. RESULTS OF MODEL VALIDATION AND COMPARISON A. VALIDATION OF THE AR P ILC MODEL
In this subsection, we apply the proposed AR P ILC model to make short-term prediction of the entrance flow on July 22nd, 2012 of the five toll stations in Jiangsu province, i.e. Huaqiao, Nanjing, Suzhou New District, Suzhou West, Heyang. We set the time periods as 15 min, 30 min and 60 min, respectively. In Fig. 8(a) , we show the MAPE of the AR P ILC model for predicting the entrance flow of the above five toll stations, under different time periods. In Fig. 8(b) -8(f), we display the curves of both time-dependent prediction values and field data.
As can be seen from Fig. 8(a) , most MAPEs are below 20%, and the MAPEs of Huaqiao, Nanjing and Suzhou New District are below 15%. This indicates that the proposed model has an acceptable accuracy on short-term freeway entrance flow prediction. The lowest MAPE is 5.1%, which is achieved at the Suzhou New District when the time interval is set as 60 min. The largest MAPE is 43.2%, which is achieved at Heyang when the time interval is set as 15 min. We show the corresponding curves of time-dependent prediction values with the lowest MAPE and the largest MAPE in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(e) , respectively. From Fig. 8(a) , we can also observe that for each toll station, when the time interval gets larger, the MAPE decreases, which actually implies better prediction performance. Fig. 8(c) with Fig. 8 (e) and by comparing Fig. 8(d) with Fig. 8(f) , we can draw the conclusion that larger values of MAPE are always obtained at toll stations with lower entrance flow. For example, the average daily entrance flow and 15min-prediction MAPE of Heyang is 1,200veh/day and 43.2% respectively, and the same indexes of Huaqiao is 20,000veh/day and 10.5%. This is mainly because the relative fluctuation of entrance flow is usually large at the toll stations with low entrance flow. Normally, a large fluctuation means obscure periodicity feature as well as inferior prediction accuracy. In application, in the cases where the entrance flow has a large fluctuation, we usually adopt a smoothing process such as expanding the prediction time periods to improve the prediction accuracy.
By comparing
B. AR P ILC VS. HA VS. AR VS. kNN
We compare the AR P ILC model with the historical average (HA) method, the traditional autoregression model (AR) and k-nearest neighbor model (kNN), respectively. The time periods are also set as 15 min, 30 min and 60 min, respectively. For the HA method, the prediction value of the current time period t on July 22nd is obtained as the average of the entrance flow during time period t on July 1st, 8th and 15th. For the traditional AR models, the parameters keep constant in different time periods, and we calibrate these parameters with the historical data from July 1st to 21st, 2012 for each toll station. For the kNN model, when predicting the entrance flow of time period t, we select the entrance flow of time periods t − 1, t − 2, t − 3 as the feature vectors and determine the parameter k by cross-validation. The kNN model is also trained with the historical data from July 1st to 21st, 2012. We present the values of MAPE of the above models in Table 2 .
As can be seen, at every toll station, regardless of time periods, the AR P ILC model always has the smallest MAPE. This indicates that the proposed AR P ILC model has better prediction performance than the other models tested in this research. In contrast, the traditional AR model is always with the largest MAPE, especially when the time periods are set short and the entrance flow is low. This is mainly because the AR model using constant parameters cannot depict the nonlinear characteristics of the entrance flow very well. The results in TABLE 2 show that the prediction performance of the proposed AR P ILC model is slightly better than that of the kNN model, which are followed by the HA model. As aforementioned, the kNN model needs to find k nearest neighbors based on the feature vector from the historical dataset. This requires the users have some basic knowledge of machine learning. Compared with the kNN model, the proposed AR P ILC model is much more user-friendly, since toll station administrators just need to select several parameters before application.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an AR P ILC model to predict short-term freeway entrance flow. To address the issue that traditional AR models with constant parameters cannot describe the nonlinear characteristics of the freeway entrance flow very well, we propose to optimize the parameters of AR models used in the AR P ILC model in each time period with historical datasets. The reason of choosing ILC for parameter optimization is that the freeway entrance flow has an obvious periodicity feature and that ILC has good performance when dealing with systems working under a repetitive mode. In this way, AR models used in the AR P ILC model have time-dependent parameters. The weighted sum of the outputs of the AR models is used as the final short-term prediction value of the freeway entrance flow. With the toll collection data during July 2012 in Jiangsu province, China, we validate the AR P ILC model and compare it with several existing prediction approach. The results show that the AR P ILC model can predict the freeway entrance flow with a high accuracy and has better prediction performance than existing approaches.
